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Massachusetts General Hospital to expand relationship with Agfa 
HealthCare. 
Imaging clinical information system supports the research and informed 
decision support needs of MGH. 
IMPAX PACS provides flexible architecture and open APIs to foster 
communication and more informed patient care. 
Integrated Agfa HealthCare solutions will help support significant imaging 
demands of facility’s 145 modalities throughout the system. 

Massachusetts General Hospital 
Q1 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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South Tees hospitals signs seven-year deal with Agfa HealthCare. 
Fully integrated IMPAX solution supports both radiology and cardiology. 
IMPAX Business Intelligence to optimise the use of clinical, business, and 
administrative data to enhance efficiency. 

South Tees hospitals - NHS 
Q1 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Cardiff and Vale UHB 
Q1 2012 

Cardiff and Vale extends contract with Agfa HealthCare, increasing 
performance whilst reducing costs. 
New contract delivers a complete technical refresh delivering 30% cost 
saving per annum whilst making over 10 year’s image data available to 
users in less than 2 seconds. 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare successfully connects 37 healthcare facilities across 
Ontario to increase information access and enhance patient care. 
Hospital Diagnostic Imaging Repository Services (HDIRS) member 
facilities now able to view more than 7 million exams through the use of 
Agfa HealthCare’s IMPAX Data Center and enterprise viewing 
technologies. 

HDIRS - Ontario 
Q1 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare awarded new contract with Novation for computed 
radiography. 
Agfa HealthCare has been awarded a new three-year contract with 
Novation, a leading healthcare supply contracting company, to provide 
computed radiography systems to more than 65,000 VHA, UHC and 
Provista member and affiliate organizations in the U.S., that can select from 
the wide range of high-quality computed radiography (CR) imaging systems 
from Agfa HealthCare based on their specific throughput and imaging 
needs. 

Novation 
Q2 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Solution as a Service 

New off-site managed services project for the Orbis Medical Center in 
Sittard-Geleen, the Netherlands, covers IMPAX PACS/RIS and image 
archiving 
- Agfa HealthCare provides off-site hosting of IMPAX PACS/RIS 

24/7/365. 
- ‘Triangle’ configuration of data lines between hospital and two Agfa 

HealthCare data centers ensures redundancy. 
- Solution as a Service allows customer to benefit from functionalities 

without capital expenditure. 

Q2 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HE opens state-of-the-art 
worldwide R&D facility 

Local officials, leaders in healthcare join Agfa HealthCare leaders to 
commemorate opening. 
- Facility is a center of excellence for the design of innovative solutions that will 
bring further revolutionary developments for radiology, pathology and 
healthcare delivery as a whole to image-enable the HER. 
- Strategically located in high tech region of Waterloo, Ontario, leveraging the 
area’s combination of advanced technological and academic resources - Noted 
local and international officials attend celebration, emphasizing the significance 
of Agfa HealthCare’s contribution to continued innovation for healthcare, today 
and into the future. 

Q2 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare and Dell form 
strategic alliance for cloud-
based image management 
solution for the U.S. market 

Agfa HealthCare extends managed services platform to cloud host 
ICIS - its Imaging Clinical Information System – and enable facilities 
in the U.S. to image-enable their EMR 

Q2 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare awarded new 
three-year contract by Premier 
healthcare alliance 

Entire line up of current DR products available on contract to Premier 
members 
- Contract accessible to 2,600 Premier member hospitals and 84,000 
alternative healthcare sites. 
- Premier members can select from comprehensive line of Agfa HE DR 
systems, all with the renowned MUSICA2 image processing software. 
- Latest contract in 17-year history of Agfa HealthCare and Premier 
agreements. 

Q3 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Shrewsbury and Telford 
extends with Agfa HealthCare 

Contract extension upgrades existing Agfa HealthCare PACS, trials 
mobile DR and replaces CR 
- Contract extension sees PACS service improvement and easier access 
to images whilst providing better access to clinical applications 
- DR mobiles enhance the clinical workflow allowing instant high-quality 
image capture on the ward which can be seen immediately on the PACS 
system 
- Eight CR units replaced throughout the Trust including three at 
community hospitals 

Q3 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare and Orion 
Health form global strategic 
relationship for e-Health 

Jointly deliver proven image enabled longitudinal patient record for 
EHR/HIE and HIS/CIS/EPR strategies 
- Companies team up, combining their enterprise imaging and EHR/HIE 
expertise, to provide cost-effective health record consolidation and 
exchange across enterprises.  
- The combined solution creates workflow efficiencies, providing images in 
context with patient information, and delivering more comprehensive 
information for care decisions. 

Q3 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare awarded 
new contract by HealthTrust 
Purchasing Group 

Entire line up of current DR systems available to HealthTrust’s 
member organizations 
- Contract covers HealthTrust’s 1,400 not-for-profit and for-profit acute care 
facilities. 
- HealthTrust members can select from comprehensive line of Agfa 
HealthCare DR systems, all with the renowned MUSICA2 image 
processing software and NX workstation. 
- Agfa HealthCare also has contracts with HealthTrust for CR solutions and 
medical film and imagers. 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Pediatric patients at Children’s 
Mercy Hospitals and Clinics 
benefit from nearly 60% dose 
reduction compared to previous 
system 
Agfa HealthCare’s DX-G CR solution meets quality demands for 
pediatric care and delivers potential for a significant reduction in 
radiation dose. 
- Children’s Mercy chooses Agfa HE CR system for its pediatric & neonatal 
digital radiography needs, including 10,000 neonatal chest X-rays/year. 
- The DX-G system provides high-quality imaging results with the hospital 
experiencing a reduction in radiation dose of 57 percent. 
- Agfa HealthCare’s solution meets the hospital’s requirements both for 
safety and high throughput, improving the delivery of patient care, 
productivity and wait times. 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare signs deal 
with Màxima Medisch Centrum 

IMPAX solution covering radiology, cardiology and nuclear medicine. 
- Agreement includes 10-year Managed Services contract providing 

continuously upgraded systems and minimum downtime. 
- Agfa HealthCare selected after very competitive tender. 
- Solution is a step towards hospital-wide PACS and integration with 

other hospitals. 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare extends 
portable DR reach to Bethesda 
healthcare system 

Bethesda Hospital East adds multiple DX-D 100 systems for image 
quality, flexibility and workflow gains  
- Agfa HealthCare’s DX-D 100 mobile DR solution enables Florida hospital 
to provide consistent, high DR image quality regardless of exam location.  
- Hospital technologists benefit from improved X-ray exam productivity and 
ease of system maneuverability.  
- MUSICA2 image processing helps produce images that exceed facility’s 
quality expectations. 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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The Royal Bournemouth and 
Christchurch Hospitals 
upgrade to Agfa HE’s next 
generation image processing 

New CR 30-X and DX-G digitizers increase patient throughput and 
image resolution 
- Excellent image quality and smoother, more productive workflow 
- Faster image processing 
- Allows the Trust to meet increasing service demands whilst delivering 
high-quality imaging 
- Different sized needle phosphor plates offer greater flexibility 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HE wins competitive 
tender to implement its latest 
IMPAX RIS/PACS at Refaja 
Hospital in the Netherlands 

Fully-integrated digital imaging and information management 
solution will support hospital in providing top-quality care and 
service for patients and staff  
- Two-year agreement continues long-term relationship between Agfa 
HealthCare and Refaja Hospital. 
- Benefits for Refaja include smoother workflow, faster results, 
consolidated patient information, efficient patient turnaround and more. 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Agfa HealthCare wins 
Uzbekistan Ministry of Health 
tender financed by the World 
Bank 

First project in Uzbekistan for Agfa HealthCare includes 115 CR 30-X 
digitizers with DRYSTAR 5300 imagers 
- Tender is part of project to modernize diagnostic equipment in Uzbekistan 
- Agfa HealthCare’s bid best met the tender’s requirements 

Q4 2012 

www.rxdigitalschick.com
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Birmingham Children’s 
Hospital implements two new 
Agfa HealthCare solutions 

XERO Technology Viewer and IMPAX HeartStation enable faster 
access to imaging and multimedia information, anywhere, any time. 
- XERO Technology Viewer is one of the multifaceted services of ICIS, the 
company's clinical IT solution for patient-centric enterprise imaging 
management and access. 
- IMPAX HeartStation ECG Management System enables the paperless 
management and processing of Electronic Electro-Cardiograms (ECGs) 
which can also now be viewed in full at any time and in any location. 

Q4 2012 
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